Live Coocking
& Catering
MENU

Hello, thank you for contacting us and be interested in our authentic gastronomy
experience. Our different menus and services are attached to this email.
Just click it and take a look at what option would be the most adequate to your
needs.When you dedide which menu you want, we send you the quoteto be approved,
after that we will require a deposit to reserve you date, the final payment can be paid
at the end of you event.
You can give us the last count of you guests up 48 hours before you event day, in case
the event cannot be held on the agreed day we can move your event to a convenient
date for both, you must notify at least 48 hours before the agreed date. You will still
keep you deposit as a credit for the next date.

HOW DO WE WORK?

For all live cooking events, we will arrive two hours before preparing the event. The
method consists of cooking the paella in front of your guests where they are enjoying
the different aromas, color combinations, and finally the authentic flavor of a real
paella.
A unique experience that will transport you to the old continent. If the selected menu
includes TAPAS these will be served while the paella is cooking. In this way, the wait will
be more accommodating.
Once the paella is ready, our professional team will be in charge of serving your guests.
That dynamic is usually that our chef serves the guests in this way we ensure that is
served properly. Tasty Paella has all the appropriate and professional equipment to
develop your event.
Feel free to make any questions about our service, available dates, or something else
you need, always will be a pleasure for us to attend to you

NOTICE
Extra Mile: Fee start at $20 or more.
Delivery Service: Minimum 8 people
Live Coocking Show: Minimum 15 people
Order for 25 or more, 18% gratuity will be charge automatically
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*All accompanied with garlic bread and lemon

PAELLA VALENCIANA
If you want to enjoy the original taste of Spanish cuisine with the same great flavor and tantalizing aroma, then Paella Valenciana is the best choice for you. Paella Valenciana is an authentic
Spanish rice dish originating from the Valencian region. This rich and traditional dish is cooked in
a shallow wide pan taking its heat from an open flame. Originally this delicious Spanish cuisine
is made of round grain rice, regional varieties of green beans, rabbit meat, chicken or duck, and
some butter beans known as garrafo. At Tasty Paella you can enjoy the same authentic flavor
of Valencia anytime you want without having to go an extra mile. You can feel the taste of this
Spanish cuisine made from farm-fresh ingredients that are hand-picked by our expert chefs
and cooks and seasoned with the most aromatic herbs and condiments.

SEA FOOD PAELLA
Paella is the first dish that comes to your mind when thinking about the historical and rich
cuisines of Spain. In the older times, it was considered as “something with rice” cooked in a
special traditional shallow pan with unique ingredients from the Spanish region. Today, it is
relished and enjoyed worldwide with different variations and kinks of technique and ingredients.
Tasty Paella offers one of the most delicious and authentic flavors of the original Spanish Paella
with a twist of Seafood. This paella is made with prawns, shrimp, squid rings, clams, mussels,
saffron, and BOMBA rice. This combination gives the paella a special flavor and makes it a
spectacle for the palate. The Seafood Paella is undoubtedly more than just a rice dish. It is a
saffron-infused creation that is laden with the most colorful varieties of seafood including
clams, shrimp, and mussels.

PAELLA MIXTA
Feel like tasting original Spanish cuisine? Want to enjoy some traditional dishes of the Spaniards in your own city? Tasty Paella can make your wish come true. Offering the largest variety
of Paella in the vicinity, we promise to deliver the best tasting Spanish Paella without any compromise on flavor and deliciousness. Paella Mixta is the favorite of our customers. It is a unique
and scrumptious combination of chicken, head-on jumbo shrimp, peeled shrimp, mussels,
clams, saffron, and Bomba rice. The exceptional mix of these unique regional ingredients
creates a blast of flavor and color that cannot be enjoyed in any other dish. This special paella is
an old-styled mixture of the paella de marisco and the paella Valenciana. It consists of two
types of meat including chicken and seafood. It is the most loved and wide eaten Paella dish by
tourists that travel to Spain. You can also try the Vegetarian Paella from Tasty Paella.
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*All accompanied with garlic bread and lemon

CHICKEN & VEGGIES PAELLA
Paella is the first dish that comes to your mind when thinking about the historical and rich
cuisines of Spain. In the older times, it was considered as “something with rice” cooked in a
special traditional shallow pan with unique ingredients from the Spanish region. Today, it is
relished and enjoyed worldwide with different variations and kinks of technique and ingredients.
Tasty Paella offers one of the most delicious and authentic flavors of the original Spanish Paella
with a twist of Seafood. This paella is made with prawns, shrimp, squid rings, clams, mussels,
saffron, and BOMBA rice. This combination gives the paella a special flavor and makes it a
spectacle for the palate. The Seafood Paella is undoubtedly more than just a rice dish. It is a
saffron-infused creation that is laden with the most colorful varieties of seafood including
clams, shrimp, and mussels.

VEGAN PAELLA
For all those vegans out there, Tasty Paella is proud to present the Vegan Paella. It is a unique
variation of the original Spanish delicacy but without meat. Created with a large number of
fresh and tasty vegetables it has an abundance of color and flavors to overcome the absence
of meat. Some of the key ingredients used in the creation of this unforgettable tasty delight
include Saffron, Portobello mushrooms, asparagus, red peppers, green flat beans, butter
beans, fresh rosemary and not to forget the aromatic and flavorful vegetable broth prepared
by our specialized chefs. Whether you are a vegan or not, the Vegan Paella is for everyone. It is
healthy, low calories, and full of fiber-rich veggies. Made from superior quality ingredients that
have been carefully chosen to create the right flavor and taste, Tasty Paella offers this filling,
rich, and incredibly satisfying Spanish cuisine to both dine-in and take away customers.

BLACK PAELLA
As extraordinary as it sounds, the Paella Negra is one of our best entries in the Spanish food
category. Made from distinctive and highly unique ingredients, the Paella Negra has an exclusive taste that only the hardcore foodies can enjoy. In the Spanish language, it is also known as
Arros Negre because of its dark color. Some people refer to it as black paella as well. In fact, in
many regions, it is not called a Paella at all, even though it is made with a similar recipe and
technique. This dish originates from the Valencian and Catalan regions but also has huge popularity in Cuba and Puerto Rico where it is regarded as arroz con calamares meaning squid with
rice. The classic paella dish is made from unusual seafood ingredients that include monkfish
broth, cuttlefish, squid rings, prawns, scallions, octopus, and garlic. The natural squid ink is used
to add that special exquisite ocean flavor and exotic color which is very unusual in Spanish
dishes.
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*All accompanied with garlic bread and lemon

FIDEUA DE GANDIA
For all those vegans out there, Tasty Paella is proud to present the Vegan Paella. It is a unique
variation of the original Spanish delicacy but without meat. Created with a large number of
fresh and tasty vegetables it has an abundance of color and flavors to overcome the absence
of meat. Some of the key ingredients used in the creation of this unforgettable tasty delight
include Saffron, Portobello mushrooms, asparagus, red peppers, green flat beans, butter
beans, fresh rosemary and not to forget the aromatic and flavorful vegetable broth prepared
by our specialized chefs. Whether you are a vegan or not, the Vegan Paella is for everyone. It is
healthy, low calories, and full of fiber-rich veggies. Made from superior quality ingredients that
have been carefully chosen to create the right flavor and taste, Tasty Paella offers this filling,
rich, and incredibly satisfying Spanish cuisine to both dine-in and take away customers.

Tapas & Deserts
Tapas
- Spanish omelet
- Manchego cheese board
- Jamón serrano
- Pan con tomate (tomato with bread)
- Charcuterie board

Deserts
- Fruit tart
- Mini key lime pie
- Caramel flan
- Apricot and brie tart
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- Tasty crotini
- Gazpacho andaluz shot
- Jamón and cantaloupe

- Spanish churros
- Caramel strudel
- Mini alfajores
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Live Cooking Experience
Enjoy great-tasting Spanish Paella prepared with the premium quality and freshest ingredients,
Tasty Paella Food is the right place for you. You can order for home delivery or enjoy a live
dining experience with our expert chefs.
At Tasty Paella, you will have an exceptional, one of a kind dining experience like no other.
Our gourmet chefs will cook right in front of you to provide you with the ultimate Spanish
experience, and our Flamenco show fully immerses you in genuine Spanish culture.
Our ingredients are healthy, fresh, and imported directly from Spain to deliver an authentic
Spanish dining experience.

Live Cooking Packages
ONLY PAELLA
Choose 1 paella
More 25 people, can choose
2 diffents paellas
$22 p/person (**)
Tableware – $5 p/person (optional)
MALVARROSA
Choose 1 tapa to share
Choose 1 paella
More 25 people, can choose
2 diffents paellas
$22 p/person (**)
Tableware – $5 p/person (optional)

TOSSALET
Choose 2 tapas to share
Choose 1 paella
More 25 people, can choose
2 diffents paellas
$28 p/person (**)
Tableware – $5 p/person (optional)
GLORIA BENDITA
Choose 3 tapas to share
Choose 1 paella
More 25 people, can choose
2 diffents paellas
$30 p/person (**)
Tableware – $5 p/person (optional)

Spanish Folkloric Experiences
FLAMENCO SHOW (*)
GUITAR PLAYER (*)
(*) Consult price and availability
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Catering Experience
Freshly made paella
Direct to your table.
We are committed to bringing our love of food and the best taste of the old continent to your
spectacular events in the Dallas / Fort Worth area.
We want to share our culture and flavor by focusing on serving incomparable, unique and
high-quality food combined with professional service.

How does our catering service work?
1. Pick your paella

2. Fill the Quote Form

3. We´ll contact you

4. Delivery

See our selection of paellas
below and tell us which one
you want for your event.

Complete the form
quote Tell us what paella you want,
for how many people is the service and if
you want to add tapas or deserts to your order

We will get in touch
with you as fast as possible
possible to finalize
details about your order.

We will work on your order
to have everything ready in the
agreed time and we deliver
on time

$ 18 P/Person - Minimum Order: 8 - Delivery Fee starting at $ 25
THANKS FOR CHOOSING US

.
“We hope you have enjoyed a
unique experience. We’re so lucky to have
customers like you!”

QUE APROVECHE !

FEEDBACK OR REVIEW
At TASTY PAELLA we are
committed to the satisfaction of our
customers. Please tell us about your
experience with our services and
rate us 5 stars by scanning this
QR CODE.
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